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READING


Assumptions are dangerous things to make, and like all dangerous things to make—
bombs, for instance, or strawberry shortcake—if you make even the tiniest mistake you 
can find yourself in terrible trouble. Making assumptions simply means believing things 
are a certain way with little or no evidence that shows you are correct, and you can see 
at once how this can lead to terrible trouble. 


For instance, one morning you might wake up and make the assumption that your bed 
was in the same place that it always was, even though you would have no real 
evidence that this was so. But when you got out of your bed, you might discover that it 
had floated out to sea, and now you would be in terrible trouble all because of the 
incorrect assumption that you'd made. 


You can see that it is better not to make too many assumptions, particularly in the 
morning. 


~Lemony Snicket, The Austere Academy 




“Non-Overlapping Magisteria"   


INTRODUCTION


This is the second in a series of three talks on the subject of doubt. Now, I’m aware 
that the second installment in a trilogy is often the weakest, but I will attempt to avoid 
that pitfall. 


My claim last week was that exercising doubt is a valuable spiritual practice, as it were.

In the Lemony Snicket reading, someone has made the mistake of depending upon the 
opinion that their bed is in the same place it was last night. A reasonable opinion, but, 
at least in Lemony Snicket’s world, a dangerous one. 


Doubt is a valuable tool for keeping those opinions in check . . . 


One of the most persistent cliches about humanists is that we are human-o-centric and 
egotistical (that was the subject of FUS University last Sunday). It is true that the term 
“humanist” sounds like a wild claim for the abilities of the human. It’s also true that 
humanism contained some rah-rah for human progress a century ago. But if anyone 
has a reason to stay humble, it’s a humanist.


Humanists assume that we humans evolved on the savannah of Africa and perceive 
those things that are useful for survival on the savannah. Other perceptions—things 
such as X-rays and microwaves and other dimensions—we perceive through various 
applied technologies that extend our senses. Still, we are aware that human beings are 
one among many animals, albeit—when we try—we can sometimes be rational animals 
for short bursts of time.


The term “humanism,” like the word “theism,” is a product of the past and does not 
adequately describe current understandings. In short, humanists look at the history of 
humanity and—far from egotism—we take pause and often hang our heads. However, 
we believe that human beings create human problems and that only human beings can 
solve those problems in a way that is satisfactory to humanity.


Beyond the humanist refusal to be theo-centric or human-o-centric, we also—despite 
the name—refuse to be speciesist. We are aware that we primates have a niche in the 
natural system, and that all species by nature do best when they exist within those 
niches.


While it is true that humanists revere the products of the human mind called science 
and the humanities, we realize that these are products of that animal that evolved on 



the savannah of Africa, and are therefore partial, leaving room for many future 
discoveries and artistic productions, so long as humanity manages to survive. 


Now—we know that reason itself fools us and that often when we believe ourselves to 
reasoning, we are actually making up excuses for what we have already decided to do. 
Humanism does not say, as we are so often accused, that “man” is the measure of all 
things, a quote from the ancient Greek philosopher Protagoras. (That is in fact a 
misunderstanding of Protagoras.) Far from being a statement of absolute knowledge, 
this actually says that we are locked in the prison house of our own senses and 
subjectivity. Our species measures all things . . . to our peril, and, unfortunately, we are 
seldom if ever able to get outside of ourselves and our opinions long enough to 
understand another form of measure. 


For example, look at our attempts to see the television as our house pets see it. That’s 
a study in confusion. Protagorus taught us that we must be ever humble and 
questioning due to the fact that we can seldom transcend ourselves and will never 
know very much.


Most of humankind no longer lives in the environment for which we evolved. We have 
adapted somewhat, but we are, as it were, always fish out of water. Our attempts to 
understand the cosmos have run up against the fact that the cosmos—if it has any 
meaning or purpose at all—has no meaning or purpose comprehensible to human 
beings. Humanists are not terrified—or even worried—about this, however, and we 
certainly don’t have the big head about it. It is, rather, a source of awe and wonder.


Always, we must stay humble and depend first and foremost upon doubt as the surest 
way of knowing . . .

ONE

Opinion. Doubt. Avoiding folly. It isn’t easy. Take for instance that fact that people tend 
to be convinced that their god exists but do not believe in the other . . . 2500 or so 
gods that people have worshiped over the years. (Not to mention all the variations 
upon the various gods.) 


Last week I cited the writing of political philosopher Hannah Arendt who said:


The need of reason is not inspired by the quest for truth but by the quest for 
meaning. And truth and meaning are not the same. The basic fallacy, taking 
precedence over all specific metaphysical fallacies, is to interpret meaning on the 
model of truth. 




This week I want to dig a bit deeper into Arendt’s distinction between truth and 
meaning. Arendt’s claim—and I think it’s a brilliant insight—is that when we think we 
are after truth, we are in fact after meaning, and that this error can lead us to believe 
that rather ridiculous—and sometime downright evil—things are “true” when in fact 
what they offer is meaning . . . 


Let’s approach the problem from this direction: What’s the difference between a poem 
and a mathematical equation? Say, between Einstein’s E=MC2 and what is purported 
to be the shortest poem in English, “Lines on the Antiquity of Microbes,” but better 
known as “Fleas” by Strickland Gillian:


Adam

Had ‘em.


Though I am innumerate, I understand that equations may be good math or not and 
sometimes reveal something about the nature of the universe. Einstein's equation has 
practical uses and in some way describes reality in ways that can be measured.


A poem cannot be either proven or not proven. We can claim the poem is good or bad, 
great art or doggerel—or somewhere in between, but we cannot test it. It doesn't even, 
perhaps, occur to us to question the existence of Adam in considering "Lines on the 
Antiquity of Microbes.” We merely accept the assertion that in the case of fleas, Adam 
had ‘em.


This is a fundamental difference between art and math—the assertions of one are not 
like the assertions of the other.


Consider a famous—or at least notorious—poem by Gelett Burgess which goes like 
this:


I never saw a purple cow,

I never hope to see one;

But I can tell you anyhow,

I’d rather see one than be one.


Later, after tiring of being known only as the person who wrote that poem, Gelett 
Burgess wrote:


Ah, yes, I wrote the "Purple Cow"—

I'm Sorry, now, I wrote it;

But I can tell you Anyhow

I'll Kill you if you Quote it.


Consider this: the poem encouraged the creation of actual purple cows: you can look 
up a recipe for a Purple Cow and you can make one—it’s mostly grape juice and vanilla 
ice cream. Also, you can visit several purple cow statues that have been constructed 



as roadside art. The city of Detroit even had a purple cow exhibition recently to raise 
cancer awareness. 


The poem caused purple cows to exist . . . in several forms. Yet, despite the assertion 
in the latter poem—“I’ll Kill you if you Quote it”—did anyone fear for their lives around 
Mr. Burgess?


We are dealing with two types of truth, better seen one as truth and the other as 
meaning. In Greek these are called—logos and mythos. Mythos has a cognate in 
English—myth. Logos Christians know as "word" from the beginning of the Gospel 
According to John--"In the beginning was the word (logos), and the word was with 
God, and the word was God." (Actually, this is a mistranslation. Greek had a perfectly 
good word for "word," and logos wasn't it—the word for word is lexis.)


Logos in fact leads to the English word logic.


You see how easy language and definition becomes confused. The contrast between 
logos and mythos in the Christian theological tradition contains the claim that what was 
“with God” is more like Einstein’s E=MC2 than it is like “Lines on the Antiquity of 
Microbes.” And that's a shame.


One of the great wrong-turnings in the Western tradition occurred when Christian 
theologians began to make logos-oriented truth-claims about Christian myth. So far as 
I can tell, no other religious tradition had ever done this previously. The thought that 
their myths needed to claim objective truth appears not to have occurred to people 
before Greek myth met Greek philosophy—when Greek mythos met Greek logos.


The outcome of this unfortunate marriage at the time—this odd turning occurred 
something along about 400 BCE—was court cases claiming one person or another had 
heretical thoughts. Not that a person had DONE wrong but that a person THOUGHT 
wrong. Thus was born the Inquisition.


This idea, as so many other unfortunate Greek ideas, became an assumption in the 
West, and an obsession of Christianity.


It is pointless to scold the dead, but we fail to learn from the dead at our peril. The early 
Christian theologians have an excuse—they did not understand the nature of myth. 
Now we do, and we ignore what we know, again, to our peril.


Why might someone even wish for a religion that is truer than "Purple Cow"? Or 
Shakespeare's Hamlet? Or Dr. Who, for that matter?


That's not a rhetorical question. Why?


TWO




Actually—really—I mean in logos, not mythos—there is a website titled “Seventeen Dr. 
Who Quotes to Live Your Life By.” Verse two on that site goes like this: 


This is one corner . . . of one country, in one continent, on one planet that’s a corner 
of a galaxy that’s a corner of a universe that is forever growing and shrinking and 
creating and destroying and never remaining the same for a single millisecond. And 
there is so much, so much to see.


Not bad as a religious precept! Or take verse 10:


Fear doesn't have to make you cruel or cowardly . . . fear can make you kind. It 
doesn't matter if there’s nothing under the bed or in the dark, so long as you know 
it's OK to be afraid of it. So, listen. If you listen to nothing else, listen to this. You're 
always going to be afraid, even if you learn to hide it. Fear is like . . . a companion. 
A constant companion, always there. But that's OK. Because fear can bring us 
together. Fear can bring you home.


Not bad as a rule for living. Not bad at all . . . 


But before we all covert to Doctor Who-anity, we do well to remind ourselves of the 
difference between logos and mythos; the difference between E=MC2 and “Adam had 
‘em.” The difference that Hannah Arendt saw between truth and meaning.


Religions, including Dr. Who-anity, exist as mythos, poetry, meaning. They are not truth 
or logic. 


When adherents of various religions claim that their beliefs are true or when atheists 
claim that the idea of god is illogical, both are barking up the wrong tree. Religions are 
mythos, not logos. Religions are like “Adam / Had ‘em.


Those old Christian theologians set us up for this confusion. The evolutionary biologist 
Stephen Jay Gould famously said that science and religion are “non-overlapping 
magisteria.” That seems a bit grandiose to me . . . bingo is also a “non-overlapping 
magisteria.” A little less grandly we can say that science and religion and bingo are 
about different things. (The philosopher Ludwig Wittgenstein had a lot to say about 
bingo, which I will be considering next week.)


CONCLUSION

Lemony Snicket, whose texts are another “non-overlapping magisteria,” gets it right: 



Assumptions are dangerous things to make, and like all dangerous things to make
—bombs, for instance, or strawberry shortcake—if you make even the tiniest 
mistake you can find yourself in terrible trouble.


Bombs, torture, murder. Ridiculous legislation about who can use which restroom . . . 
oppressions in the name of religious liberty . . . all flow from a fundamental error about 
what truth is and what meaning is and how the two don’t overlap—nor should they. 
Claims for religious truth attempt to make the claim that “man is the measure of all 
things,” when in fact we’re puny creatures still trying to figure out how to make it on the 
savannah and what our attempts to make it mean. As Lemony Snicket wisely puts it, 


Making assumptions simply means believing things are a certain way with little or 
no evidence that shows you are correct, and you can see at once how this can lead 
to terrible trouble. 


So, the next time I’m confronted with religious controversy, I hope that, instead of 
getting angry, I’ll remember to say: 


I never SAW a purple cow,

I never HOPE to see one;

But I can tell you anyhow,

I’d rather SEE one than BE one.


So may it be!


